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strument in writing, which shall be delivered to the
insured borrower or purchaser.

History.-,. 600, ch. 59-205: s. 3, ch. 71-150: s. 3. ch. 76-168: s. I, ch. 77-457:
;;. 5. 7. ch. 80-387.
1t\otc.-Repealed bys. 3, ch. 76-168, as amended bys. l. ch. 77-457. effective
JuJ\· l. 1982, except for the pos.3ible effect of laws i..lffccting this section prior
to [hat date. Section 7. ch. 80-387, provides that. if ch. 627 i� repealed in
accordance with the intent expressed in the Regulatory Reform Act of 1976,
as amended by ch. 77-457, or as subsequently amended, it is the intent of the
Legislature that ch. 80-387 shall also be repealed on the same date as is therein
pro vided.

PART IX
PROPERTY INSURANCE CONTRACTS
627.70 2

Valued policy law.

627.702 Valued policy law.In event of total loss by fire or lightning ofany
building or structure or mobile home as defined in s.
320.01(2) or 2 factory-built housing as defined in s.
553.36(4) located in this state and insured by any
insurer as to such perils, in the absence of any
change increasing the risk without the insurer's con
sent and in the absence of fraudulent or criminal
fault on the part of the insured or one acting in his
behalf, the insurer's liability, if any, under the policy
for such total loss shall be in the amount of money
for which such property was so insured as specified
in the policy and for which premium has been
charged and paid.
(2) In the case of partial loss by fire or lightning
of any such property, the insurer's liability, if any,
under the policy shall be for the actual amount of
such loss but shall not exceed the amount of insur
ance specified in the policy as to such property and
such perils.
(3) The provisions of subsections (1) and (2) shall
not apply when:
(a) Insurance policies are issued or renewed by
more than one company insuring the same building,
structure, mobile home, or factory-built housing unit
against fire or lightning and the existence of such
additional insurance is not disclosed by the insured
to all insurers issuing such policies;
(b) Two or more buildings, structures, mobile
homes, or factory-built housing units are insured un
der a blanket form for a single amount of insurance;
or
(c) The completed value of a building, structure,
mobile home, or factory-built housing unit is insured
under a builder's risk policy.
(4) The amount of any loss referred to in subsec
tion (1) or subsection (2) shall be subject to any coin
surance clause contained in the policy pursuant to s.
627.701.
(5) This section shall not apply as to personal
property or any interest therein, except with respect
to mobile homes as defined in s. 320.01(2) or 2 factory
built housing as defined in s. 553.36(4).
(6) With regard to mobile homes included in sub
section (1), any total loss shall be adjusted on the
basis of the amount of money for which such proper
ty was insured as specified in the policy, whether on
an actual cash value basis, replacement cost basis, or
stated amount, and for which a premium has been
charged and paid only if the insured has elected to
purchase such coverage at the inception of the poli1

(1)

s. 627.727

cy. However, when coverage is written for mobile
homes on any basis other than stated value, a com
plete disclosure of relative cost between that policy
and the stated value policy shall be made to the
insured on a form and in a format approved by the
Department of Insurance. Such forms shall disclose
and describe the diflerences between the types of
policies and shall be signed by the insured, and cop
ies shall be maintained in the insurer's file and a
copy shall be made available to the insured. Each
insurer licensed to write insurance covering mobile
homes shall make such stated value coverage availa
ble at the option of the insured.
(7) Nothing herein shall be construed as prohib
iting an insurer from repairing or replacing dam
aged property at its own expense and without contri
bution on the part of the insured.

History.-s. 606, ch. 59-205: s. 3, ch. 76-168: s. I, ch. 7i-457: ss. l, 2, ch. 79-237:
ss. l. 2. ch. 80-326.
'Note.-Repealed bys. 3. ch. 76-168, as amended bys. 1. ch. 77-457, effective
July 1, 1982, except for the pos�ible effect of laws affecting this section prior
to that date. Section 2. ch. 80-326, provides that. if ch. 627 is repealed in
accordance with the intent expressed in the RegulatoryReform Act of 1976,
as amended bych. 77-4.57, or as subsequently amended, it is the intent of the
Legislature that ch. 80-326 shall also be repealed on the same date as is therein
provided.
1Note.-The term "factory-built housing" is no longer defined in s. 55J.36
because of an amendment to that section by s. 1. ch. 79-152.

PART X
CASUALTY INSURANCE CONTRACTS
Automobile liability insurance; unin
sured vehicle coverage; insolvent insur
er protection.
Cancellations; nonrenewals.
627.728
627.7286 Renewal of policy and setting of rates;
certain experience not a factor.
627.736
Required personal injury protection ben
efits; exclusions; priority.
627.727

1
627.727 Automobile liability insurance; un
insured vehicle coverage; insolvent insurer pro
tection.(1) No automobile liability insurance covering li
ability arising out of the ownership, maintenance, or
use of any motor vehicle shall be delivered or issued
for delivery in this state with respect to any motor
vehicle registered or principally garaged in this
state unless coverage is provided therein or supple
mental thereto for the protection of persons insured
thereunder who are legally entitled to recover dam
ages from owners or operators of uninsured motor
vehicles because of bodily injury, sickness, or dis
ease, including death, resulting therefrom. Howev
er, the coverage required under this section shall not
be applicable when, or to the extent that, any in
sured named in the policy shall reject the coverage.
When a vehicle is leased for a period of 1 year or
longer and the lessor of such vehicle, by the terms of
the lease contract, provides liability coverage on the
leased vehicle in a policy wherein the lessee is a
named insured or on a certificate of a master policy
issued to the lessor, the lessee of such vehicle shall
have the sole privilege to reject uninsured motorist
coverage. Unless the named insured, or lessee hav
ing the privilege of rejecting uninsured motorist cov
erage, requests such coverage in writing, the cover
age need not be provided in or supplemental to a
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HB 147 - VALUED POLICY LAW
Current law:

r.

5/27/81

r/

When a structure is totally destroyed by fire, the

insurance company must pay the full �mount as specified in the
contract (627.702(1)
Original HB 147 repealed 627.702 (7) which was added last year:
627.702
( 7)

Valued policy law.--

Nothing herein shall be construed as prohibiting an insurer

from repairing or replacing damaged property at its own expense
and without contribution on the part of the insured
Amendment adopted in committee retains subsection (7) but exempts
mobile homes:
except as provided in s. 627.702(6) wherein an insured has elected
to purchase stated value coverage
Basically, this change is a clarification since the repair/replace
ment language was not intended to and should not be interpreted to
affect an insurance contract which is specifically written to
provide stated value coverage for a mobile home.
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Property Insurance
HB 147 - Representative Brantley
The first change in this bill clarifies the fact that
the provision in the valued policy law which permits an insurer
to repair or replace damaged property at its own expense does
not apply to a stated value policy for a mobile home.

This

type of policy requires the insurer to pay the specific amount
stated in the policy upon the total loss of a mobile home by
fire or lightning.
The second change creates a new section which requires
property insurers to make available coverage for insurable
sinkhole losses on any structure, including contents of personal
property contained therein.
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An act relating to insurance; repealing s.
627.702(7), Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement,
deleting provisions authorizing property
insurers to repair or replace damaged property
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Section 1.

Section 2.

Subsection (7) of section 627.702, Florida

This act shall take effect October 1, 1981.
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Repeals provisions which authorize a property insurer to
repair or replace damaged property at its own expense and
without contribution by the insured.
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Fl�rida House of Representatives - 1981
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A bill to be entitled
An act relating to insurance; repealing s.
627.702(7), Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement,
deleting provisions authorizing property
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Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

Subsection (7) of section 627.702, Florida

Statutes, as created by chapter 80-326, Laws of Florida, is
hereby repealed.
Section 2.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1981.
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Repeals provisions which authorize a property insurer to
repair or replace damaged property at its own expense and
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HB 147

Bill No.

Other Ccmmittees of Reference:

Representative Brantley

Sponsor

Iden/Sim Bills
Subject Valued Policv Law
Date
I.

Revised

Mav 4, 1981
Effect of Sunset Laws

The valued policy law is contained in Part IX of
Chapter 627. In accordance with the Regulatory Reform
Act of 1976, as amended, this part is repealed on July 1,
1982.
Under the criteria established bv the Committee on
Insurance, this bill does not constitut� an emergency.
Therefore it would be considered during the sunset review
rather than at this time.
process
II.

Summary
A.

Present Situation
Whe� a building, structure, mobile home, or
factory-built home is damaged by fire or lightning so
that a total loss occurs, the liability of an insurer is
the amount of money for which the property was insured
as specified in the policy and for which premium has been
charged and paid. This provision is known as the valued
policy law. Partial losses are paid on the basis of the
actual amount of the loss.
Chapter 80-326, Laws of Florida, provides that this
law shall not be construed as prohibiting the insurer from
repairing or replacing the damaged property at its own
expense and without contribution on the part of the
insured.
Apparently, some insurers have tried to ipterpret
the 1980 amendment as permitting repair or replacement
even in the case of a stated value contract for mobile
homes. This is contrary to the purpose and provisions
of a stated value policy, for which the insured has paid
a larger premium than for coverage on an actual cash
value basis or replacement cost basis.

B.

Probable Effect of Procosed Chanqe
The bill presently proposes to repeal new subsection
(7), adopted last year. However, an amendment has been
prepared and agreed to by interested persons. The amendment
provides an exception from subsection (7) for stated value
coverage for mobile homes. Basically, this change is a
clarification since the repair/replacement language was
not intended to and should not be interpreted to affect
an insurance contract which is specifically written to
provide stated value coverage for a mobile home.
Prepared by:
Staff Director:

R. Terrv Butler ���

Jack Herzocr �

Date sent to Sponsor:

May 4, 1981
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TO:

Representative Torn Gustafson

FROM:

Jack Herz�

RE:

SINKHOLE COVERAGE

Representative McEwan came by to express his concern about
the availability of sinkhole coverage for commercial buildings.
This coverage is available for dwellings of four families
or less but generally not for businesses.
Section 627.351(3), Florida Statutes, 1975 gave the depart
ment the authority to either require that property insurers
provide sinkhole coverage or set up a plan to apportion such
coverage among the insurers either through an assigned risk plan,
a JUA, or some other plan.
Chapter 76-96, Laws of Florida (CS/SB 1278) repealed this
provision.
Representative McEwan has requested and been provided with
language to reestablish just such a provision. It is my under
standing that he is looking for a vehicle on which to amend the
language.
There has recently been extensive losses caused by a skin
hole which recently developed in Winter Park. An auto repair
business was left with an estimated $250,000 in uninsured losses.
There is fear of sinkhole development in other locations due to
the current severe water shortage which causes ground subsidence
problems.
Dale has been researching this area and he has further
information. Perhaps you should discuss the situation with
Representative McEwan. It may be crucial for legislative action
this session.
Encls.
cc:
ac:

Dale Hazlett

Jack Herzog, :itafT Director

18 House Office Building, Tallahassee, Florida

32301

(904) 488-2123

FLORIDA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
RALPH H. HA BEN, JR., Speaker/BARRY KUTUN, Speaker pro tempore

COMMITIEE ON INSURANCE
Tom Gustafson
Chairman

Terence T. O'Malley

May 11, 19811

Vice Chairman

TO:

I

Jack Herzog

✓

FROM:

Dale H. Hazlett

RE: \

SINKHOLE INSURANCE/
�below:
(a)

(b)

relative to this t

Homeowners

Ann Hodges
Phone 488-1732

Dwelling Fire

Ann Hodges
Phone 488-1732

Commercial Auto

Don Tadlock
Phone 488-1732

There is no pool. Coverage is required on dwellings of
four families or less. Sinkhole coverage included on:
(a)

Home Owners

(b)

Dwelling Fire

(c)

Private Auto

There is no sinkhole coverage for commercial risks.
situations are covered for auto dealers.
DHH:lf

Jack Herzog, Staff Director
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provisions for clainG and expenses,
the raternaking formula shall incl ude
a factor for projected claims
t rending dnd 5 pcrcer,t for
c ontinqencies. Trend factors shall
n ot be f o und to be inappropriate if
n ot in e xcess of trend factors
n ormally used in the development of
.n�siduc1l market rates by the
appropriate licensed rating
orqar,ization.
(2) Aqreements rr.ay be made among
p ropE' r ty in s urers with respect to
the equ itable apporti onment among
them of insurance which may be
afforded applicants ·who a re in good
faith ent it le1 to, but who are
unable to procure, such insurance
through onlinary methods, and such
insurers may agree arr.ong themselves
on the use of r easonable rate
modifications for such in surance.
Such aqreements and rate
rr.odifications shall be subject to
the applicable pr ovisions of this
·chapter.:_
-:- - -�
_ _f--:-i�-n-d:--:--i_n_g_o-::f�th
(4) V�T�_:....:I t_-:-i -s-t7he
e
Leqislctture t hat:
(<.1) Due to the lack of windstorm
insurance coverage in certain areas,
economic growth and d evelopment is
beinq deterr ed or otherwise stifled
in said areas, mortgaqes are in
default, and f inancial institutions
a re unable to make loans.
(b) Other areas of th e state may
be similarly aff ected in the future.
(5) tit,- The Department of Insurance
sh�ll require all insurers licensed
to transact property insurance on a
direct basis in this state to
provide winjstorm coverage to
applicants from areas determined to
be eligible purs uant to subsection
(6)t½-, wh o in qood faith are entitled
t o, bu t are unable to procure, such
coverage thro u gh ordinary means, or
it shall adopt a reas onable plan or
plans for the equitable
a pport i onment or s haring amonq such
insurers of windstorm coveraqe. The
comnissioner shall p�ornul g ate rules
�hich shall provide a formula for
the recov ery and repayment of any
defe·rred assessments.
(a) For the purpose of this
!.ection, "properties" eligible for
such windstorm coverage are defined
us dwellings, buildings, and other

�.J}/-z/1; ¥/;I//
(3) Every insurer authorized to trans
act pro:perty insurance inFlonda shall
be requir ed to orovide ooverac,e for
insurable sinkhole losses on dwellings
of four fanulies or less, including
conten ts of per sona l property contained
therein, to the extent provided in the
form to which the sinkhole coverage
attaches.
loss shall rrean structural darrage
to the bUllding. Contents coverage
shall apply only if there is structural
darrage to the building.
Sinkhole loss is defined as follows:
"Direct loss by sinkhole collapse rreans
actual physica l damage to the property
covered arising out of or caused by
sudden settlerrent or collapse of the
earth supfX)rting such property only
when such settlerrent or collapse results
from subterranean voids created by the
action of wate r on lurestone or similar
rock fom tion."
Every insurer authorized to transact
proper ty insurance in Florida shall
make a proper filing with the depart
rrent for the purpose of extending the
appropriate forms of proper ty insurance
to include coverage for insurable sink
hole losses, and such coverage shall be
added to the fX)licies of property insur
a nce without a specific identifiable
charge thereon, until such t:i.rre as the
deparbnent finds that the experience
justifies a separate charge therefor.
Reason: Florida horreowners must have
available to them coverage insuring
against loss from the comron occurrence
of CDllapsing "sinkhole".
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: If you're ,a homeowner,ffld � , .
ried about ,i;inkholes, don't wonJI,
you're probably covered. .· , · · .; ·
J!'you're a buaines, O\'ffl(r;.,_. :
may have a problem., . ·: ..·, .
:
Today, sinkhole insurance ·is�
into all homeowners' policies.· hr
1913, state Insurance Commbsion- I
·er Thomas· O'Malley · orderad all' ,_
insurers in the state to includ•
damage to homes caused by s� !
holes, along with fire, tbef'l. wiAd-·
storm, van dalism and.11moke·
·
f
damage,
,! ,
Four years earlier, followf!tir a ·r
rash of collapires in the late l� '.
Florida became the first state in U. j
country to allow sinkhole lnsunnoe
to be sold. Tho bill was lntrodooed
Into the Legjslat ure by Sen. Lawtoa
Chiles and Rep. Wayne M!J:!IO'A.
Chiles now is a U.S. Senator tro111
Florida, and . Mix.&0n is lieutconl
· ,; · · · '·
governor... · ·
·ill
When sinkhole Insurance poli• I
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authorities ordered the
half the yard was gone. By
�d toppled into the gaping
p.m., people standing withls of all·sides of the hole
ting crash, then a swoosh, · building literally d i sapyss abo ut 125 feet below.
i house," muttered Winter
te·wasson.
both Mrs. Owens' and the
,!es had to be moved beJng hole.
vens had Jived ln her home
istructure was not moved
ck Avenue location until
:
d..
jlin 1946," said Solomon. "I
(hen I helped with the add·
Ion� a· 1ot of adding o n
f.Just remodeled it and put·:
on· it two years ago. Now·
ind just ate iL
Its ago, we· had a mari come'
se trees," he said. '.'Momma

had such nice trees there.
"When they called me this morning to
come over, I remembered I had my boat over
there," Solomon said. "First thing 1 did was
move my boat to tho other part of the yard.
Then somebody told me l better move it far•
tber on.
''Now look at it. l've got it parked up the
street here."
Solomon just shook his head as his moth•
.er's belongings were loaded Into pickup
trucks to be taken to a mini-warehouse:
-niat hou se was everything they had, every•
thing that was anything to them," he said.
"They'd both worked their whole lives for
that house."
Mrs. Owens sat on a friend's front porch
late Saturday and smiled. She h adn't seen
her home as it was engulfed ln the sandy
chasm. She gently stroked Muffin, still not
fully aware of what had happenod. She_ said
·the home was insured, and that she believes
the insurance will help her get another one.
"I'm still numb," she said. "I 6till don't believe this is really happening to me."
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, ue on the houa_!l, But tho,e chafPII
· were ·dropped when sinkhole prp- ,'
tection was included in all policies ,
in 1973 because of the low �I
paid out-.by companies loi- slnkllo!e I
·
·' . . · {
damage.·
·
Joe Huckleberry; a Winter _Pad:'
insurance agent, estimated that;,·
sinkhole coverage costs about $1 ia·
the total policy cost. He_ sald the
only additional options'not coverecl'
in a regular homeowner's polley an, .
flood and earthquake insurance.:
. For busl11esses, the probleMS et·
sinkholes may be a different stoty,•·
said State ·Farm ·insurance Co.
a ge n t H a rold J. Mitchell ol .
Maitland. ·
"I don't think It's even avaJ!able,•
said Mitchell, who has been in the
·business for 21 years. "It could. be '
available, but I don't know of-any
that i s generally sold."
What does Mitchell then augstst
for businessmen under aiege bf'
, . ,: ,,
sinkholes?. :...• ,.
,
"They better salvage �,:
they can as fast as they can.• .
•.J .
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. Th'e sinkhole, which claims a territory hundreds,of feet wide, keeps officials on c1l_ert ch_ecking fOr movement and debating if the giant wil l pl�
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By ROGER ROY
�ar as I know, \��.·��;;�h�i:'�;:�s the said -�oger H:1;:;, �ho o:s a Chev;�l�t·d��ier� � ..
.
ship bordering on a portion of the_smkhole._ We · same eyen though you can t get to·_ 1t, said John
.· .
. cove
·
..
.
U you have homeow-ners insurance and your have no coverage at all" against ..sinkhole�: he ·crissey bf the, Qrange ·Courity prope;tY_ appr�is-.. . ·•:, , .. · !'--;.,_}� · ... , . . :,: i ._._,. ,- v ,!) ! i r:. ., �:!l r;�·;:t\ � ;;.::•, �-.-: g
.
.
·
.;._ ... ''.\ , ..·-,
.
house slides into a sinkhole, you'll probably get said. "Anything v;,e lose, we'll have. to. take.:_care. ·. e_r's o ffice.
.
. .: �-,· ' ·:--· J· •·· . ,_. ...•
.
. •. ■
.
• ·•
_
..........
a new house. . ____ .
·. . ___ . of ourselves."
·......... __ . ., ...•... ,.Most. of the property affected by·the-smkhole - �
.
_
_
. :·_;, , .. .
....:.. But you may not have a place to put it. - Pace said that privatety··owned vehicles are . . is owned 'by the city c:>f Winter·.Park, Crissey
In Florida, all homeowners insurance policies cove�ed against _ damage or loss du_e. to . a_ s_. iIJk- r-s,aid.� Mu 11icipal�Y,-�WT)�� property-_genera,Jly is
.
t. :•> -:'._·:_:· t ;. :, __ �-; � � .- _,.
, i 1.: ; .; : .-·; . -·�:
·
true-exempt.
\ f-·-\1· t,"·I}
must cover' sink.hole damage to a house and its hole 1f the owners have comprehens1\le policies.. :
- �.,.,
.
._
-,-_,� ,-_,,:,.;.;. :-,_;,.,n.;: t.ti,.i,L.:::.:..:D·:1.:,, !<•ii>.-;,-�...n,o�·...:."' ,,,.;::.
L�nd t!tle insuran�.e jl,!So does not p�otect ;- . Crlss_ey said , it ·was :.no_t immediately clear
:contents.
"'The big hole was big news,-ncross ttie country·and around the wortd.
: However, the coverage does not extend to _the agamst smkhole damage._ Although_ t!t!e. ipsu;: ,'' what will_ happen t?- th_e.pnvately o:,vne;d proper··,Even ·_ttie staid f3riti.sh.,raised their ey·eprpws.'wnen they hea:d about
·
land the house is built on, said Bill Pace,_ re_g1on- �ce covers the ownership �d existence, �fa . ty}ffected by th�.-�in)<h9l e, - .
.
· the chun�·o1 Winter.Parkt- hat.nature _gobble_d_up S�t�rday_�1thout so
. · , ; · ·· ! i, ·· ·. · ·.
. o�.r �ttomey s researchmg 1t now, Cr'.ssey
al director for state Insurance Commiss10ner piece of property, it does not msure the physical
..:.
much as a satisfied belch:·. j
_ , • ·: -. :· • • • •
. said. It 11 be
.
a co,�ple of weeks before we know_ · · Th
.
condition of 1t.
Bill Gunter.
.
e sink hole· was front-page news .from Grand F ork, N.D . 10 Cleve·
,
"Basically, the coverage is for the building
Sinkhole damage to pr,ope ty _"wouldn't �e . for s�re." .
·
7
. .
land· and Washington,,D.C., but the Ne� York Timel,--relegated the
.
and contents, and not the property," Pace said. covered by title insurance, ' _said title expert _Lin
Cnssey said property appraisals for; �15 �.ear _ s
;
·
event t o page 11.A with two photographs and a caption,,
'1t does not cover the land itself."
Boulineau. "It would not insure the physical tax rolls were fmal on Jan. l. But, he said, This
All three television networ ks o1!ered footage of the sinkhole, and Coryear we don'.t know w_hat we're gomg to do. Ob"When you say homeowners insurance, really condition of the land."
_
respondent Charles Osgood offered·· a poetic commentary on CSS
what you mean is the house because your Jot is . Title insuran_ce companies d�n•t in�ure phys- vwusl):, tJ:ie property '�.not worth as mucl} as it
.
radio. _ . . _ _ _________.;
_
. L---� -'- -·· -c� � -··•. __ �-.f
ical characten_stics be�au�� a?ythmg.could was �his time last year._always going to be there . _. Well, usually, any·
· Osgood's three-page poem began, "In.Winter _Park, Flond_a, outside
way," Pace said.
happen," Boulmeau sau1. You re loo�mg at
Will the owne:s of pn"'.ate.property swallowed
.
Orlandc:i, 8 troublesome thing can·be found; ·an impressively spacious,
Some insurance_ companies may_ offer sinkhole what may have bee� a very_ valuable pie';,e of b�,the h�le receive� bil_ !s?
. : ;;
· .
expanding, ferocious, remarkable hole in the groun_d.''. • , : ··
I don t kn_ow yet, C;issey_ said.; You se�d
insurance for businesses, Pace said, but, unlike property. And now 1\ s a hole m the ground. .
Network correspondents remained at:the scene M onday. , standing
bomes, they are not covered automatically.
And what happens to the ownership of a _ piece_ them a tax bill and they re gomg _to. throw it JD
near the edge· of the crater to do stand-up shots. A National _Geograph. "I talked to my insuran_ce agent this morning," of land when it falls into a hole?
.
the garbage. I probably_would, too."
ic photographer was also tiie're·: a'iii:I a·representative ol a German magazine, Die Aktuelle; was on the phone trying to get pictures. . • - . · ·
Reporters from England, Australia and Argentina_called Winter Park
Police Chief Ray Beary and Fire_ Chief Sid Ballou with questions about
•·:;-,.,.
.
. .
sinkholes, a rare phenomenon in most of the world;-· ,·. - · •. · . · .
.'.
.
"They all want to know the �ame thing. How big is lt, when is It going
d
a
to stop, how much is it costing," said Beary, m1nu_t� �fl�' h�__h_ got.
·ten-olf the phone with a l.ondon correspondent. . , , ! • : . _ r;
Ballou said he was awakened in the middle oi-the night by· a caller
,. '3
����
:{�� � .
from a 24-hour news networkwho.wanted to know what was going on.
i---�lt::i"
:''I told him 't don't know: I'm asleep;'·'. Ballou said.-,,�.:...:-•• "-·�-;-· ·_- ·
By WEl\'DY SPIRDUSO
Pam Olson an Atlarita·-based CBS News correspondent, has kept an
duced the price to 15 cents for a
S.ntroel Si.
1 ·
· the sinkhole since Saturday evening: ori•Monday, she and her
eye o n
look-see.
·
i Dropped in the midst· of high
camera crew were out in the hot sun, ·waiting with _othe_r photographers
That didn't work either. He gave
for a chunk of earth to slide into the hole.;:: �:'.: --·- ._ , ' . ,":..'
: _.-. ·
speed traffic and affluent Park Ave up.
nue boutiques lies this out-of-the
"I can't imaglne'why anyone would_n't be interested,'' she explained.
"I've never seen so many people ·•,· �
.
•
,
••
.•
•
•
.;.:
.•
·:
·
1
•...
'
.•
�
-:
..
•
---Donna
Eynng
· way neighborhood of faded-paint before," he said, standing amidst 20
9
�,- ..
1\
.,
•,;ooden houses groaning on cement strangers in his back yard - a far
l'ffli ·· ;),I.
blocks.
cry from the I 0,000 spectators that
But \\'est Side, the predominant- \\l inter Park Police officials esti,-- _
-�f�ci;._;..,,.,,.c:: hr,!n h, rc:inPC:C:m::>n mnVP W:::lrP�
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Representative Tom Gustafson

FROM:

Dale H. Hazlett

RE:

SINKHOLE INSURANCE COVERAGE

©©�U

/

This will update the memorandum to you from Jack Herzog on
sinkhole coverage.
Representative McEwan intends to propose an amendment to HB
147, by Brantley, which would require all insurers authorized
to transact property insurance in Florida to provide sink
hole coverage on any structure. A copy of the amendment is
attached as is HB 147 as amended. HB 147 was passed out of
the Insurance Committee and now awaits your signature on
the special order.
Representative McEwan's amendment is somewhat at variance
with the department's sunset proposal on the same topic.
The Insurance Department would have preferred that the mandated
sinkhole coverage extend only to four family or less type
dwellings. They (the Department) would have preferred that
coverage of other structures be ''made available" rather than
required.
Representative McEwan has however checked with Hugh E. Ray
and other insurance industry people and they have concurred
with the amendment as he proposes it.
Representative McEwan has also contacted Representative
Brantley, the sponsor of HB 147, and Mr. Brantley approves
of having the amendment attached to his bill.
DHH:lf
Enclosures
Jack Herzog. Staff Um:clOr

IS.House Office Building, Tallahassee, Florida 32301

(904) 488-2123

�-....J ro.,._I\

l • L•,JLl1J

SEE BACK OF FORM FOR JNSTRUCTJONS

--- -- ---- -----

If amt·11dm1•11t is text of another bill, i11�Prt:
or Draft No.
Bill No.

JIB
SB

Representatives

McEwan

b-lt::EOJ

(PLCAGC PRINT)

offered Lhc following
Amendment

On page.

1

title

amendment:

, line 6

, stfl1&

after the semicolon (;)

a
b
C

d
e

g

and insert:

adding a new subsection (3) to s. 627.351, Florida

2

Statutes, 1980 Supplement, requiring property

3

insurers to provide coverage for insurable sinkhole

4

losses;

6
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14

16
16

17
18

Mr.
which was adopted.

moved the adoption of ihe amendment,
_which failed of adoption.

147

SEE BACK OF FORM FOR INSTRUCTIONS

--------------- -- - ·---· -- -- --------------If am,·11dm,·11l is li,xt of another bill, insl'rt:
Bill No.
or Draft No.

McEwan

Representatives

147

SB

CPLCA6C PRINT)

offered Lhe following
Amendment

HB

On page.

amendment:

l

, line

13

, s\.rjJw

after the period (.) insert:

a

Section 2.

b

Subsections (3),(4),(5),(6), and (7) of

C

section 627.351, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, are

d

renumbered as subsections (4),(5),(6),(7), and (8), respectively,

e

and a new subsection (3) is added to said section to read:
627.351

Insurance risk apportionment plan.--

(3)(�)Every insurer authorized to transact property insurance
in Florida shall be required ...!..SL
�'provide coverage;: insurable sinkhole losses on any structure,
including contents of personal property contained therein, to the extent
provided in the form to which the sinkhole coverage attaches.
�

\I

If

Loss shall mean structural damage to the building.

Contents

coverage shall apply onl� if there is struct�ral damage to the building.

"Me��

/L \"
� Sinkhole loss :i.c ,;;1g':iia.es ar. fgJ.Jp:rr.a

rJ'n,s� }eo�_!i'

r.in\"boJe

co 1 J �::--r.R mc�.1s actual physical damage to the ?1:_?perty covered arising out
of or caused by sudden settlement or collapse of the_earth supporting
such property only when such settlement or collap�e results from

subterranean voids created by the action of water on limestone or similar
rock formation.
Every insurer authorized to transact property insurance in
Florida shall make a proper filing with the department for the
pur-pose_ of extending the appropriate forms of proper:_ty insurance to

include coverage for insurable sinkhole losses, and such cove1,��;J°e
shall be added to the policies of property insurance.
18

�I

��
�

Mr.
which was adopted.
,,

'"'

.,-"',

moved the adoption of the amendment,
which failed of adoption.
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Votes after roll call:
Yeas-Gersten
So the bill passeJ and was immediately certified to the
Senate.
Hil 1063 was taken up. On motion by Rep. WardSn 439-A bill to be entitled An act relating to minors; creat
ing s. 743.066, Florida Statutes; removing the disability of non
age of certain minors adjudicated as adults for specified pur
poses; providing an effective date.
-a similar or companion measure, was substituted therefor
and read the second time by title.
Representative Ward offered the following amendment:
Amendment 1-On page 1, lines 16 and 17, strike "except in
regard to medical services relating to abortion and sterilization."
Rep. Ward moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted. Without objection, further consideration of SB 439
was temporarily deferred and, by waiver of the rules, the bill
remains on second reading.

On motion by Rep. Richmond, the rules were waived and
CS/HB 253, as amended, was read the third time by title. On
passage, the vote was:
Yeas--88
The Chair
Allen
Bankhead
Batchelor
Boles
Brantley
Brodie
Brown
Burnsed
Bush
Carlton
Clements
Crady
Crotty
Danson
Davis
Deratany
Drage
Dyer
Easley
Evans-Jones
Ewing

By the Committee on Energy and Representative Richmond

Nays-13

CS for HB 2:i3-A bill to be entitled An act relating to build
ing construction; amending s. 553.901, Florida Statutes, 1980
Supplement; authorizing modification and updating of the
model energy efficiency code; amending s. 553.902(1) (b) and
(3), Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement; redefining exempted
and renovated buildings; amending s. 553.905, Florida Statutes,
1980 Supplement; requiring specified ceiling insulation in cer
tain residential buildings; creating s. 553.912, Florida Statutes;
providing standards for air conditioners; repealing s. 553.87,
Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, relating to requirements
regarding future installation of solar water heating and waste
heat recovery equipment; repealing s. 553.89, Florida Statutes,
relating to lighting efficiency; repealing s. 553.902(1) (d), Flor
ida Statutes, relating to an exemption from thermal efficiency
standards for buildings subject to standards established by the
United States; providing an effective date.

Burrall
Carpenter
Dunbar
Hattaway

-was read the first time by title. On motion by Rep. Rich
mond, the rules were waived and the bill was read the second
time by title.
Representatives Batchelor and Richmond offered the following
amendment:
Amendment 1-On page 4, line 13, strike "October 1, 1981"
and insert: December 31, 1981
Rep. Batchelor moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representatives Batchelor and Richmond offered the following
amendment:

Fontana
Foster
Gallagher
Gersten
Girardeau
Gordon
Grant
Gustafson
Hagler
Hall, C. A.
Hall, L. J.
Hawkins, L.R.
Hawkins, M. E.
Hazouri
Hieber
Hodes
Johnson, A. E.
Johnson, B. L.
Johnson, R. C.
Jones, C. F.
Jones, D. L.
Kershaw

J{i,:·.mcl
Kiser
Kut:in
Lehman
Lewis
Liberti
Lippman
Mann
Martin
Martinez
McEwan
McPherson, S.
McPherson, T.
Meffert
Melby
Messersmith
Mills
Mitchell
Moffitt
Moore
Myers
Nergard

Hodges, W.R. Ready
Hollingsworth Robinson
Smith, C.R.
Kelly
Smith, J. H.
Price

Nuckolls
Ogden
O'Malley
Pajcic
J>atterson
Plummer, J.
Reynolds
Richmond
Sample
Shackelford
Sheldon
Smith, L.J.
Spaet
Tygart
Upchurch
Ward
·watt
Webster
Weinstock
Wetherell
Williams
·woodburn

Woodruff

Votes after roll call:
Yeas-Fox
Yeas to Nays-Danson
Nays to Yeas-Hollingsworth
So the bill passed, as amended, and was immediately certific<l
to the Senate after engrossment.

�

HB 147-A bill to be entitled An act relating to insurance;
repealing s. 627.702(7), Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement,
deleting provisions authorizing property insurers to repair or
replace damaged property at their own expense; providing
an effective date.
-was read the second time by title.
The Committee on Insurance offered the following amend
ment:

Amendment 1-On page 1, lines 11-14, strike all of said
lines and insert: Section 1. Subsection (7) of section 627.702,
Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, is amended to read:
627.702 Valued policy Iaw.-

Amendment 2-On page 2, line 11, after the period, insert:
The term "cost-effective" for purposes of this part shall be
construed to mean cost-effective to the consumer.

(7) Nothing herein shall be construed as prohibiting an in
surer from repairing or replacing damaged property at its own
expense and without contribution on the part of the insured,
except as provided in s. 627.706 (6) wherein an insured has
elected to purchase stated i•a.lue coverage.

Rep. Bachelor moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.

Rep. Brantley moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.

Representatives Batchelor and Richmond offered the following
amendment:

The Committee on Insurance offered the following amend
ment:

Amendment 3-On page 3, line 17, strike "and used for cool
ing only shall have", and all of lines 18-30 and line 1 on page
4 and insert: shall meet the minimum efficiency ratings of the
Florida Model Energy Efficiency Code for Building Construc

Amendment 2-On page 1, lines 11-14, strike all of said
lines and insert: Section 1. Subsection (7) of section 627.702,
Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, is amended to read:

Rep. Batchelor moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.

(7) Nothing herein shall be construed as prohibiting an in
surer from repairing or replacing damaged property at its own

tion.

627.702 Valued policy law.-
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expense and without contribution on the part of the insured,
except as prov·ided ins. 627.702(6) wherein an insured has elect
ed to purchase stated value coverage.

The question recurred on the adoption of Amendment 6, as
amended, which was adopted.

Rep. Brantley moved the adoption oI the amendment, which
was adopted.

Representatives McEwan, Brantley, Batchelor, Carlton,
Crotty, Drage, and Webster offered the following title amend
ment:

The Committee on Insurance offered the following title
amendment:

Amendment 6-On page 1, line 6, after the semicolon insert:
Creating a new section s. 627.706, Florida Statutes, 1980 Sup
plement, requiring property insurers to make available cover
age for insurable sinkhole losses;

Amendment 3-On page 1, line 2, strike "repealing" and
insert: amending
Rep. Brantley moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.

Rep. McEwan moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.

The Committee on Insurance offered the following title amend
ment:

On motion by Rep. Gustafson, the rules were waived and
HB 147, as amended, was read the third time by title. On
passage, the vote was:

Amendment 4-0n page 1, line 4, strike "deleting" and insert:
amending

Yeas-96

Rep. Brantley moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representatives McEwan, Brantley, Batchelor, Carlton,
Crotty, Drage, and Webster offered the following amendment:
Amendment 5-On page 1, line 13, after the period insert:
Section 2. Section 627.706, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement,
is created to read:
627.706 Sinkhole Insurance:
( 1) Every insurer authorized to transact property insurance
in Florida shall make available coverage for insurable sinkhole
losses on any structure, including contents of personal property
contained therein, to the extent provided in the form to which
the sinkhole coverage attaches.
(2) "Loss" shall mean structural damage to the building.
Contents coverage shall apply only if there is structural damage
to the building.
(3) "Sinkhole loss" shall mean actual physical damage to
the property covered arising out of or caused by sudden settle
ment or collapse of the earth supporting such property only
when such settlement or collapse results from subterranean
voids created by the action of water on limestone or similar
rock formation.
(4) Every insurer authorized to transact property insurance
in Florida shall make a proper filing with the department for
the purpose of extending the appropriate forms of property
insurance to include coverage for insurable sinkhole losses, and
such coverage shall be added to the policies of property insur
ance, provided that an appropriate premium, as determined by
the insurer, may be charged for the coverage mandated by this
section.
(5) This section shall apply to new and renewal policies
or contracts delivered or issued for delivery in this state on
or after October 1, 1981.
Rep. McEwan moved the adoption of the amendment. With
out objection, further consideration of HB 147 was temporarily
deferred.
THE SPEAKER IN THE CHAIR
Subsequently, the House returned to consideration of HB 147.
On motion by Rep. Gustafson, the House reconsidered the vote
by which Amendment 1 was adopted and, without objection,
the amendment was withdrawn.
The question recurred on the adoption of Amendment 5.
Representative Gustafson offered the following amendment
to the amendment:
Amendment 1 to Amendment 5-On page 1, lines 17-19, and
on page 2, line 1, strike all said language and insert: to include
coverage for insurable sinkhole losses.
_Rep. Gustafson moved the adoption of the amendment to the
amendment, which was adopted.

The Chair
Allen
Batchelor
Boles
Brantley
Brodie
Brown
Burnsed
Carlton
Carpenter
Clements
Cox
Crady
Crotty
Danson
Davis
Deratany
Drage
Dunbar
Dyer
Easley
Evans-Jones
Ewing
Fontana

Foster
Fox
Friedman
Gallagher
Girardeau
Gordon
Grant
Gustafson
Hagler
Hall, C. A.
Hall, L.J.
Hattaway
Hawkins, M. E.
Hazouri
Hieber
Hodes
Johnson, A. E.
Johnson, B. L.
.Tohnson, R. C.
Jones, C. F.
Jones, D. L.
Kelly
Kershaw
Kimmel

Kiser
Kutun
Lehman
Lehtinen
Lewis
Liberti
Martin
Martinez
McEwan
McPherson, T.
Meffert
Melby
Messersmith
Mills
Mitchell
l\foffitt
Moore
Morgan
l\'Iyers
Nergard
Nuckolls
Ogden
O'Malley
Patchett

Patterson
Plummer, J.
Plummer, L. H.
Price
Ready
Reynolds
Robinson
Sheldon
Silver
Smith, C.R.
Smith.J. H.
Smith, L.J.
Spaet
Steele
Thompson
Tygart
Upchurch
Ward
Watt
Webster
Wetherell
Williams
Woodruff
Young

Gersten

Hodges, G.

Hodges, W.R.

Nays-5
Bankhead
Burrall

Votes after roll call:
Yeas-Woodburn
So the bill passed, as amended, and was immediately certified
to the Senate after engrossment.
REP. G. HODGES IN THE CHAIR
HB 606 was taken up. On motions by Rep. Pajcic, agreed
to by two-thirds vote, SB 257, a similar measure, was with
drawn from the Committee on Finance & Taxation and taken
up in lieu of HB 606.
SB 257-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the tax on
sales, use, and other transactions; amending s. 212.04(4),
Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement; providing for a registration
fee; amending s. 212.08(2), Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement;
providing certain medical exemptions; amending s. 212.10(3),
Florida Statutes, which restricts the disposition of credits or
personal property belonging to, or debts owed to, a dealer who
is delinquent in paying taxes due upon the sale of his business;
specifying that any credits, property or debts which exceed
the delinquent amount are not subject to such restriction if
such dealer has no prior history of sales tax delinquencies;
adding s. 212.11(4), Florida Statutes; requiring the filing of a
tax return; amending s. 212.12(2), (7), Florida Statutes; im
posing a penalty for failing to timely file a return, failing to
file a return, or failing to pay the required tax; providing cer
tain methods for determining taxable retail sales under certain
circumstances; providing penalties; providing an effective date.
-was read the second time by title.
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HB 147 by
Rep. Brantley
Enrolled

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
When a building, structure, mobile home, or factory-built
home is damaged by fire or lightning so that a total loss
occurs, the liability of an insurer is the amount of money
for which the property was insured as specified in the
policy and for which a premium has been charged and paid.
This provision is known as the valued policy law
(s. 627.702, F.S., 1980 Supplement). Partial losses are
paid on the basis of the actual amount of the loss.
A 1980 amendment to the valued policy law provides that
this law shall not be construed as prohibiting the insurer
from repairing or replacing the damaged property at its
own expense and without contribution on the part of the
insured (ch. 80-326, Laws of Florida).
In the case of mobile homes, the law authorizes three
types of insurance coverages:
(1) a stated value policy
for which policy limits are paid in the event of a total
loss; (2) replacement cost basis; or (3) actual cash
value basis, (s. 627. 702 (6), 1980 Supplement). Apparently,
some insurers have interpreted the 1980 amendment as
allowing repair or replacement even in the case of a
stated value contract for mobile homes.
In 1973 a rule was promulgated by the Department of
Insurance (still in effect) which mandates sinkhole
coverage for property insurance on dwellings of four
families or less, including contents of oersonal propertv
(4-23.01, F .A.C.). Such coverage must Se added �it�out
a specific identifiable cr.arge, until such time as the
department finds that the experience justifies a separate
charge. Sinkhole coverage is not required for commercial
property or for dwellings with more than four families.

B.

Effect of Proposed Charges:
Section 1 of the bill amends the valued policy law to
provide an exception from the insurer's authorization to
repair or replace damaged property for stated value
coverage for mobile homes. In the case of a total loss
to a mobile home, an individual who purchased stated
value coverage would be entitled to a cash payment of
the stated value.
Section 2 would require insurers authorized to transact
property insurance to make sinkhole coverage available
for any structure, including contents of personal property
contained therein, to the extent provided in the form
to which the sinkhole coverage attaches. The definition
of "loss" and "sinkhole loss'' are identical to the current
rule's definitions of these terms. The bill would require
Page 1 of 2
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Analyst:
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Subject:

Deffenbaugh
Martin
Insurance

Bill No. And Sponsor:
HB 147 by Rep. Brantley
(Enrolled)

that sinkhole coverage be "made available'', but
unlike the current rule, does not prohibit a separate
charge for such coverage.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
Presently, commercial property owners are generally unable
to obtain sinkhole coverage. By requiring property
insurers to make such coverage available, this bill would
enable commercial property owners to purchase such coverage.
The bill does not prohibit a separate premium charge which
has been estimated to be 2 to 5 cents per $100 of coveraqe.

B.
III.

Government:

None.

COMMENTS:
Passed by both houses and ordered enrolled June 5, 1981.
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Poole
Renick
Scott

Steinberg
Stevens
Stuart

Thomas
Trask
Vogt

Winn

Vote after roll call:
Yea-Rehm
SB 310 was laid on the table.
HB 147-A bill to be entitled An act relating to insurance;
amending s. 627.702(7), Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement,
amending provisions authorizing property insurers to repair or
replace damaged property at their own expense; creating a new
section s. 627.706, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, requiring
property insurers to make available coverage for insurable sink
hole losses; providing an effective date.
-was read the second time by title.

Amendment 1-On page 2, line 14, after the period (.)
insert: If the insured purchases such coverage, it shall be added
to the policies of property insurance, and an appropriate
premium may be charged for the coverage.
On motion by Senator Stuart, by two-thirds vote HB 147 was
read the third time by title, passed and certified to the House.
The vote on passage was:
Yeas-31
Hair
Jenkins
Jenne
Jennings
Johnston
Kirkpatrick
Langley
Lewis

Margolis
l\Iaxwell
McClain
McKnight
Neal
Poole
Renick
Scott

Anderson
Barron
Beard
Childers, D.
Dunn
Frank
Gordon
Grizzle
Hair

Henderson
Hill
Jenkins
Jenne
Jennings
Johnston
Kirkpatrick
Langley
Lewis

Margolis
McClain
McKnight
Neal
Peterson
Rehm
Renick
Scott
Steinberg

Stevens
Stuart
Thomas
Trask
Vogt
Winn

Nays-None
Vote after roll call:
Yea-Poole
SB 564 was laid on the table.

The Committee on Commerce recommended the following
amendment which was moved by Senator Stuart and failed:

Mr. President
Anderson
Barron
Beard
Childers, D.
Frank
Gordon
Grizzle

thirds vote HB 1152 was read the third time by title, passed and
certified to the House. The vote on passage was:
Yeas-33

Nays-None
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Steinberg
Stevens
Stuart
Thomas
Trask
Vogt
Winn

Nays-None
On motion by Senator Stuart, the following discussion of
intent was printed in the Journal:
Senator Stuart: The House bill is silent on the question of the
charge. It is clearly our intent and the intent of the sponsor
in the House and in the Senate that if the insured decides to
accept the coverage, it shall be added to the policies of property
insurance and appropriate premium may be charged for that
coverage. That will clearly be our intent.
Senator Anderson: Is that the intent, also, of the Insurance
Commissioner's office in enforcing the statute?

-By the Committee on Corrections, Probation and ParoleCS for SB 214-A bill to be entitled An act relating to men
tally disordered sex offenders; amending ss. 917.011-917.019,
Florida Statutes; creating s. 917.017, Florida Statutes, to pro
vide for entry into program pursuant to this act only; creating
s. 917.021, Florida Statutes, to provide for an annual report on
sex offender treatment programs by the Department of Health
and Rehabilitative Services; providing for the submission of a
joint mental health plan by the Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services and the Department of Corrections;
amending s. 945.12 ( 6), Florida Statutes; delaying the repeal
of said sections; providing a retroactive effective date.
-was read the first time by title and SB 214 was laid on
the table.
On motion by Senator Kirkpatrick, by two-thirds vote CS
for SB 214 was read the second time by title.
Senator Kirkpatrick moved the following amendments which
were adopted:
Amendment 1-On page 1, lines 20-31, through page 9, lines
1-5, strike all of said lines and insert: Section 1. Subsection
(5) is added to section 394.461, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supple
ment, to read:
394.461

Facilities; transfers of patients.-

(5) MENTALLY DISORDERED SEX OFFENDER PRO
GRAMS.-The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Serv
ices is hereby authorized to continue to operate a mentally
disordered sex offender treatment program on the grounds of
the South Florida State Hospital in Pembroke Pines.
Section 2. Subsection (2) of section 917.011, Florida Stat
utes, is amended to read:

Senator Stuart: That has been agreed to by the Insurance
Commissioner's office and the insurance industry.

917.011 Mentally disordered sex offenders committed to
Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services before July
1, 1979; disposition.-

Senator Stuart presiding

( I) Upon completion of the treatment program, the Depart
ment of Health and Rehabilitative Services shall return those
mentally disordered sex offenders committed to its custody
pursuant to this chapter, as this chapter existed prior to July
1, 1979, to the committing court for recommencement of criminal
proceedings. The court shall have the following alternatives for
disposition of such offenders:

On motions by Senator Gordon, the rules were waived and
by two-thirds vote HB 1152 was withdrawn from the Com
mittees on Agriculture and Appropriations.
On motion by Senator GordonRB 1152-A bill to be entitled An act relating to small farms;
establishing the Governor's Conference on the Future of Small
Farms in Florida; providing for determination of participants;
providing a list of topics for discussion at the conference; re
quiring that a report of the findings of the conference be for
warded to the Governor and the presiding officer of both houses
of the Legislature; providing for an appropriation; providing an
effective date.
-a companion measure, was substituted for SB 564 and read
the second time by title. On motion by Senator Gordon, by two-

(a) The court may suspend the sentence of the offender
and place the offender on probation subject to such terms and
conditions as provided in s. 917.016.
(b) The court may sentence the offender and commit him
to the custody of the Department of Corrections.
(c) The court may make any other suitable disposition of
the offender as provided by law.
(2) The provisions of this section shall stand repealed on
July 1, 1983 ±418¼.
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I.

Summary
A.�'Present Situation
The first issue addressed by the bill is the valued policy
law for property insurance. When a building, structure, mobile
home, or factory-built home is damaged by fire or lightning so
that a total loss occurs, the liability of an insurer is the
amount of money for which the property was insured as specified
in the policy and for which premium has been charged and paid.
This provision is known as the valued policy law. Partial
losses are paid on the basis of the actual amount of the loss.
Chapter
shall not be
or replacing
contribution

80-326, Laws of Florida, provides that this law
construed as prohibiting the insurer from repairing
the damaged property at its own expense and without
on the part of the insured.

Apparently, some insurers have tried to interpret the 1980
amendment as permitting repair or replacement even in the case
of a stated value contract for mobile homes. This is contrary
to the purpose and provisions of a stated value policy, for
which the insured has paid a larger premium than for coverage
on an actual cash value basis or replacement cost basis.
The second issue is sinkhole insurance. When sinkhole
problems plagued central Florida during a 1981 spring drought,
it revealed the fact that sinkhole losses are not covered by
the standard property insurance policies presently written.
B.

Probable Effect of Proposed Change
The first change provides an exception from s. 627.702(7)
for stated value coverage for mobile homes. Basically, this
change is a clarification since the repair/replacement language
was not intended to and should not be interpreted to affect an
insurance contract which is specifically written to provide
stated value coverage for a mobile home.
The second change creates a new section which requires
property insurers to make available coverage for insurable
sinkhole losses on any structure, including personal property
contained therein. Loss and sinkhole loss are defined. Insurers
must file new forms with the Department of Insurance for the
purpose of extending the appropriate forms of property insurance
to include sinkhole coverage.
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CHAPTER 81-279

LAWS OF FLORIDA

CHAPTER 81-279

Approved by the Governor July 2, 1981.
Filed in Office Secretary of State July 2, 1981.
CHAPTER 81-280
House Bill No. 147
An

act relating to insurance; amending s. 627.702(7),
Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, amending provisions
authorizing property insurers to repair or replace
damaged property at their own expense; creating a new
section s. 627.706, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement,
requiring property insurers to make available coverage
for insurable sinkhole losses; providing an effective
date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1. Subsection (7) of section 627.702, Florida Statutes,
1980 Supplement, is amended to read:
627.702

Valued policy law.-�

(7) Nothing herein shall be construed as prohibiting an insurer
from repairing or replacing damaged property at its own expense and
.ithout contribution on the part of the insured, except as provided
in s. 627.702(6) wherein an insured has elected to purchase stated
value covera�e.
Section 2. Section 627.706, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, is
created to read:
627.706

Sinkhole Insurance.--

(1) Every insurer authorized to transact property insurance in
Florida shall make available coverage for insurable sinkhole losses
on any structure, including contents of personal property contained
therein, to the extent provided in the form to which the sinkhole
coverage attaches.
(2) "Loss"
shall
mean structural damage to the building.
Contents coverage shall apply only if there is structural damage to
the building.
(3) "Sinkhole loss" shall mean actual physical damage to the·
property covered arising out of or caused by sudden settlement or
collapse of the earth supporting such property only when such
settlement or collapse results from subterranean voids created by the
action of water on limestone or similar rock formation.
(4) Every insurer authorized to transact property insurance in
Florida shall make a proper filing with the department for the
purpose of extending the appropriate forms of property iniurance to
include coverage for insurable sinkhole losses.
(5) This section shall apply to new and renewal policies or
contracts delivered or issued for delivery in this state on or after
October 1, 1981.
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CHAPTER 81-280

LAWS OF FLORIDA

CHAPTER 81-280

Approved by the Governor July 2, 1981.
Filed in Office Secretary of State July 2, 1981.
CHAPTER 81-281
House Bill No. 176
An act relating to prostitution; amending s. 796.01, Florida
Statutes, providing a third degree felony penalty for
keeping a house of ill fame; amending s. 796.05(2),
Florida Statutes, increasing the penalty for knowingly
living off of the earnings of a prostitute; adding
paragraph (e) to s. 796.07(3), Florida Statutes, and
amending
subsection
(5) thereof; prohibiting the
purchase of certain services; applying the habitual
offender
provisions
to the section dealing with
prostitution; creating s. 796.08, Florida Statutes,
relating to methods of proving subsequent offenses
under the chapter dealing with prostitution; providing
an effective date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
�

Section 1.

Section

796.01, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

796.01 Keeping house of ill fame.--Whoever keeps a house of ill
fame, resorted to for the purpose of prostitution or lewdness, shall
be guilty of a felony fflisaeffleaRe� of the third fi�s� degree,
punishable as provided in s. 775.082L e� s. 775.0831 or s. 775.084.
Section 2. Subsection (2) of section 796.05, Florida Statutes, is
amended to read:
796.05

Prostitute; living on earnings.--

(1) After May 1, 1943, it shall be unlawful for anyone to live
off the earnings of any other person with the knowledge or reasonable
cause to believe that such earnings are derived from prostitution.
(2) Anyone violating this section shall be guilty of a felony of
the third degree fflieaefflea�e� ef �fie eeeeRa aeg�ee, punishable as
provided in s. 775.082L e� s. 775.083 or s. 775.084.
Section 3. Paragraph (e)
796.07, Florida Statutes, and
amended to read:
796.07 Prohibiting
definitions.-(3)

is added to subsection (3) of section
subsection (5) of said section is

prostitution,

etc.;

evidence;

penalties;

It shall be further unlawful in the state:

(e) To
purchase
2_rostitution.

the

services

of

any

person

engaged

in

(5) Any person who shall violate any provision of this section
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor of the second degree,
punishable as provided in s. 775.082L e� s. 775.0831 or s. 775.084.
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HOUSE COMMITTEE ON INSURANCE
HB 147

Bill No.

Other Committees of Reference:

Representative Drantley

Sponsor

Iden/Sim Bills
Subject Valued Policy Law
Date
I.

Revised

May 4, 1981
Effect of Sunset Laws

The valued policy law is contained in Part IX of
Chapter 627. In accordance with the Regulatory Reform
Act of 1976, as amended, this part is repealed on July 1,
1982.
Under the criteria established by the Committee on
Insurance, this bill does not constitute an emergency.
Therefore it would be considered during the sunset review
rather than at this time.
process
II.

Summary
A.

Present Situation
WheQ a building, structure, mobile home, or
factory-built home is damaged by fire or lightning so
that a total loss occurs, the liability of an insurer is
the amount of money for which the property was insured
as specified in the policy and for which premium has been
charged and paid. This provision is known as the valued
policy law. Partial losses are paid on the basis of the
actual amount of the loss.
Chapter 80-326, Laws of Florida, provides that this
law shall not be construed as prohibiting the insurer from
repairing or replacing the damaged property at its own
expense and without contribution on the part of the
insured.
Apparently, some insurers have tried to interpret
the 1980 amendment as permitting repair or replacement
even in the case of a stated value contract for mobile
homes. This is contrary to the purpose and provisions
of a stated value policy, for which the insured has paid
a larger premium than for coverage on an actual cash
value basis or replacement cost basis.

B.

Probable Effect of Proposed Change
The bill presently proposes to repeal new subsection
(7), adopted last year. However, an amendment has been
prepared and agreed to by interested persons. The amendment
provides an exception from subsection (7) for stated value
coverage for mobile homes. Basically, this change is a
clarification since the repair/replacement language was
not intended to and should not be interpreted to affect
an insurance contract which is specifically written to
provide stated value coverage for a mobile home.
Prepared by:
Staff Director:

R. Terry Butler��
Jack Herzog
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CHAPTER 81-279

LAWS OF FLORIDA

CHAPTER 81-279

Approved by the Governor July 2, 1981.
Filed in Office Secretary of State July 2, 1981.
CHAPTER 81-280
House Bill No. 147
An

act relating to insurance; amending s. 627.702(7),
Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, amending provisions
authorizing property insurers to repair or replace
damaged property at their own expense; creating a new
section s. 627.706, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement,
requiring property insurers to make available coverage
for insurable sinkhole losses; providing an effective
date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section l. Subsection (7) of section 627.702, Florida Statutes,
1980 Supplement, is amended to read:
627.702

Valued policy law.--

(7) Nothing herein shall be construed as prohibiting an insurer
from repairing or replacing damaged property at its own expense and
«ithout contribution on the part of the insured, except as provided
in s. 627.702(6) wherein an insured has elected to purchase stated
value coverage.
Section 2. Section 627.706, Florida Statutes, 1980 Supplement, is
created to read:
627.706

Sinkhole Insurance.--

(1) Every insurer authorized to transact property insurance in
Florida shall make available coverage for insurable sinkhole losses
on any structure, including contents of personal property contained
therein, to the extent provided in the form to which the sinkhole
coverage attaches.
(2) "Loss"
shall
mean structural damage to the building.
Contents coverage shall apply only if there is structural damage to
the building.
(3) "Sinkhole loss" shall mean actual physical damage to the
property covered arising out of or caused by sudden settlement or
collapse of the earth supporting such property only when such
settlement or collapse results from subterranean voids created by the
action of water on limestone or similar rock formation.
(4) Every insurer authorized to transact property insurance in
Florida shall make a proper filing with the department for the
purpose of extending the appropriate forms of property insurance to
include coverage for insurable sinkhole losses.
(5) This section shall apply to new and renewal policies or
contracts delivered or issued for delivery in this state on or after
October 1, 1981.
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Approved by the Governor July 2, 1981.
Filed in Office Secretary of State July 2, 1981.
CHAPTER 81-281
House Bill No. 176
An act relating to prostitution; amending s. 796.01, Florida
Statutes, providing a third degree felony penalty for
keeping a house of ill fame; amending s. 796.05(2),
Florida Statutes, increasing the penalty for knowingly
living off of the earnings of a prostitute; adding
paragraph (e) to s. 796.07(3), Florida Statutes, and
amending
subsection
(5) thereof; prohibiting the
purchase of certain services; applying the habitual
offender
provisions
to the section dealing with
prostitution; creating s. 796.08, Florida Statutes,
relating to methods of proving subsequent offenses
under the chapter dealing with prostitution; providing
an effective date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

Section

796.01, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

796.01 Keeping house of ill fame.--Whoever keeps a house of ill
fame, resorted to for the purpose of prostitution or lewdness, shall
be guilty of a felony mteaemeaaeP of the third f�Pe� degree,
punishable as provided in s. 775.082L ep s. 775.0831 or s. 775.084.
Section 2. Subsection (2) of section 796.05, Florida Statutes, is
amended to read:
796.05

Prostitute; living on earnings.--

(1) After May 1, 1943, it shall be unlawful for anyone to live
off the earnings of any other person with the knowledge or reasonable
cause to believe that such earnings are derived from prostitution.
(2) Anyone violating this section shall be guilty of a felony of
the third degree m�eaemeaaeP ef ��e eeeeaa ae�Pee, punishable as
provided in s. 775.082L eP s. 775.083 or s. 775.084.
Section 3. Paragraph (e)
796.07, Florida Statutes, and
amended to read:
796.07 Prohibiting
definitions.-(3)

is added to subsection (3) of section
subsection (5) of said section is

prostitution,

etc.;

evidence;

penalties;

It shall be further unlawful in the state:

(e) To
purchase
prostitution.

the

services

of

any person

engaged

in

(5) Any person who shall violate any provision of this section
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor of the second degree,
punishable as provided in s. 775.082L eP s. 775.0831 or s. 775.084.
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